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Editorial: The Arab street calls out for freedom
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What started in Tunisia as the self-immolation of
26-year-old fruit seller Mohamed Bouazizi desperately seeking economic justice, appears to have
ignited the Arab world—literally and figuratively.
While the future is difficult to predict, those of us
who value democracy, the rule of law and respect
for human-rights can rejoice. An arrest warrant
has been issued for ousted president Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali, who, with his wife, Leila Trabelsi,
and other members of the formerly all-powerful
family, have been accused of illegally acquiring
assets and transferring funds abroad during his
23-year reign. Twenty-three years!
In Egypt, there is no end in sight to the populist
rioting and demands that Hosni Mubarak quit after
32 years in office. The naming of his intelligence
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chief, Omar Suleiman, as vice-president to stem popular rage, seems doomed to fail. Thirty-two years!
In Algeria, there were three self-immolation deaths
of similarly young and desperate men. There was
rioting in Yemen, where half the population is illiterate. The country has been ruled for 32 years by
President Ali-Abudllah Saleh. Thirty-two years!
In Jordan,ruled by autocratic King Abdullah II,there
have been the largest demonstrations in 20 years.
Libya, ruled with an iron fist by Muammar ElQaddafi for more than 40 years, may well be next.
The U.S. ambassador in recently published Wikileaks documents wrote that two of the ruler’s sons
had “provided enough dirt for a Libyan soap
opera” and threaten his rule. The dirt included a
New Year’s Eve party in St. Barts where Beyoncé
reportedly was paid $1 million for her performance. Another Qaddafi son was accused in London of beating his wife, sending her to hospital
with a broken nose. Forty years!
Morocco cannot be far behind. Last May, five
protesters from the Association for Human Rights
were sentenced to three years in jail for challenging slogans hostile to the monarch, another sign
that Mohammed VI has not stopped his father’s
habit of jailing and torturing opponents. Unemployment of the university-educated reached 20
per cent, similar to what it is in Tunisia and Syria.
Attempts to stifle dissent by closing access to the
Internet and its social networks, as in Egypt, will not
quell the demand of the oppressed and underemployed on the so-called Arab street. They demand
responsible government that responds to their needs
rather than filling the pockets and feeding the corrupt desires of rulers who will not be replaced.
Though the short-term result might be chaotic
conditions, a shift to liberal democracy in the Arab
world can only be for the better.

(Corner Bishop)
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If you’re dreaming of starting your
own business but are leery of Facebook and would never flitter on
Twitter, you might want to glance at
Social Nation, Barry Libert’s carte
de route on “Harnessing the power
of Social Media to attract customers, motivate employees and
grow your business.”
Written for aspiring entrepreneurs,
the book is not an instructional manual on using social media websites, but
rather a revealing look at how basic
human values—considering others,
being willing to listen, treating others
as you would like to be treated—can
create the win-win situation that
allows an enterprise to prosper.
With anecdotes sprinkled throughout the text, Libert illustrates how
“principle-based businesses,” successful companies that focus on people’s needs at least as much as they
focus on products and services,
thrive in the world of transparency
and accountability that the Internet
has engendered. He is convinced and
convincing that bringing the emotional/social realm into the world of
business is the way of the future.
“I got criticized since 1993,” Libert, a
specialist in social technology and business strategy, said in a telephone interview. “Now people are saying we have
to do this. Social media will force us to
be open, engaged and transparent.”
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On the Shrivers, the Special Olympics and floor hockey
I was enjoying a winter holiday in
Palm Springs, California, when it
was announced that Sargent Shriver
had died. I met Shriver, married to
President John Kennedy’s sister
Eunice, in the early ’70s. I’ll come
back to that in a moment.
Mr. Shriver was the founding director of the Peace Corps, the signature
success of Kennedy’s New Frontier.
He directed Lyndon Johnson’s War
on Poverty, founded Head Start, created the Jobs Corp and Legal Services
for the Poor.
He served as president of the Special Olympics, which was founded by
his wife.
Writing in the New York Times,
Bob Herbert said that “Mr. Shriver
affected more people in a positive
way than any American since
Franklin Delano Roosevelt.”
When I met Mr. Shriver in 1971, he
struck me as an enormously enthusiastic and energetic man. I met him
to discuss an award the Kennedys
were making to Jean Vanier, the son
of the former governor-general. Mr.
Vanier was being honoured by the
Kennedys for his work with the
mentally challenged.
My boss at the time, the Toronto
philanthropist and sportsman Harry

role in the Special Olympics. We had
a Canadian Special Olympics at
Exhibition Park in Toronto and we
Pit Stop
had been invited to join the
Neil McKenty Kennedys for the first international
Special Olympics in Chicago.
One of the most successful elements of our own Olympics was
“Red” Foster, thought it would be floor hockey. We had convinced the
appropriate if Prime Minister Pierre National Hockey League to get
Trudeau wrote a short statement to behind this project and we were
be delivered at the awards ceremony eager that Mrs. Shriver accept floor
in Washington.
I called Mr. Trudeau’s office and he
agreed to send a short statement to Mr. Shriver struck me as an
honour Vanier. There was, however,
enormously enthusiastic
one condition: The statement would
and energetic man.
be in both English and French and
must be read that way.
I explained Mr. Trudeau’s condi- hockey into the American Special
tion to Mr. Shriver and he readily Olympics.
agreed to find someone who would
To that end, I had several meetings
be able to handle the French.
with Mrs. Shriver in Washington.
At the event, however, somebody
What a tough lady she turned out
dropped the ball. To my exaspera- to be—tough in the sense she knew
tion, the statement did not get read what she wanted and used any
in French.
means to get there. Smart, too.
I expressed my anger to Mr. Shriver.
I was not the only person who
He was as upset as I was and apologized profusely.
As this was playing out, we were
negotiating with Mr. Shriver’s wife,
Eunice, for Canada to play a larger

thought if Mrs. Shriver had been
born later she might well have
become the first female president of
the United States.
She questioned me carefully about
the suitability of floor hockey for the
Special Olympics.
Then she bought our proposal lock
stock and barrel. So far as I know, the
game is still part of the Special
Olympics program.
I am writing this while still in Palm
Springs. While here, I’ve talked to a
number of Americans about the
Obama presidency.
Most people seem all for it or all
against it. There is no middle
ground. As one of the naysayers put
it: “My husband had a job under
George Bush and he lost his job
under Obama.”
My own view is unchanged. If the
unemployment rate comes down
one full point or more, Obama will
win a second term fairly easily. I
mean, who is likely to beat him?
Michelle Bachmann, the poor person’s Sarah Palin?

Vocabulary of business becomes social
Continued from Page 3

Though Libert never read Dale
Carnegie, his philosophy is in line
with Carnegie’s suggestion that social
and communication skills are essential in one’s personal and professional
life. He says he’s read everything
Daniel Goleman, author of Emotional Intelligence, has written.
Social Nation is meant for the 21st
century, and is rife with terms that
have acquired new meanings.
“The old definition of the word
‘social’ is that of people sharing common interests and interacting with
each other. I think most people
understand how to be social in their
personal lives. When they start using
‘social’ in the business world, it is a
bit confusing.

“I think what’s happened is,
because of the Web, those social
interactions we understand in our
personal lives are now becoming part
of the vocabulary of business.”
Friends, Fans, Followers and Fanatics (the new definition is not negative) all have a role to play in growing
a business.
Libert insists that the idea of business being nothing personal is outdated. “[The openness on the
Internet] is forcing organizations,
businesses and governments to take
things personally. If you’re taking
responsibility for meeting the needs
of other human beings, you now
apply this to government, business,
education. Your job is not just to care
for yourself but to be interested in
the well being of others.”
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anks, Doudou, for the best jazz
Irwin Block
The name Rouè-Doudou Boicel is
hardly on the tip of most Montrealers’ tongues. He’s not Guy Lafleur,
Céline Dion or Oscar Peterson. But
for fans of jazz and blues, Boicel’s
place in the city’s cultural history
is secure.
Thirty-five years after he launched
the Rising Sun Club on Ste. Catherine, just east of Bleury, following the
city’s first international jazz festival
in 1978, Boicel is being honoured by
the Black Theatre Workshop during
Black History month.
He is getting well-deserved credit
for presenting leading jazz and blues
musicians in his clubs during those
lean years in the late 1970s and early
1980s, when artists of stature struggled under the omnipresent shadow
of rock.
Boicel tells many fascinating anecdotes in his book, L’Histoire du Rising Sun et ses légendes jazz & blues
(Michel Brulé), such as the lessons he
learned from drummer Art Blakey
on how to handle American jazz
musicians. Blakey, the first name
musician Boicel had hired, threatened to cancel his six-day gig and
“break my face,” Boicel recalled.
I first saw Rahsaan Roland Kirck at
the old Esquire Show Bar on Stanley.
He is the blind saxophonist whose
roots-based music seeped in the
blues speaks of Africa, slavery, and
struggles for liberation.
He used to play two or three reed
instruments simultaneously, two in

his mouth and one in his nose! At his
first Rising Sun gig, Kirck had to
adapt his flute so he could play it, as
one of his hands was paralyzed. He
played it vertically.
Dizzy Gillespie, considered by many
the greatest modern jazz trumpeter,
was most devoted to Boicel and the
Rising Sun, and would often play in
the club with no contract, only a verbal understanding. One of my best
memories is the so-called Concert of
the Century, which Boicel organized
at Place des Arts in November 1980.
Salle Wilfrid Pelletier was filled to
hear a to-die-for lineup of bebop
giants: Gillespie, bassist Ray Brown,
Doudou Boicel is being honoured during Black History month.
pianist Hank Jones, saxophonist
James Moody and drummer Philly Hardly the stuff of jazz immortality. phonist Dexter Gordon would fill the
Joe Jones. There was no rehearsal
But there was no shortage of mem- Rising Sun.
Continued on Page 16
and they did not know beforehand orable concerts in the club. Saxowhat they’d play. It was supposed to
be dedicated to Charlie Parker. Oh,
one other little problem: Jones had
had too much to drink.
The not-immodest Boicel calls it
“the greatest jazz concert ever in
Canada, possibly the world.”
I would beg to differ. That title is
reserved for the May 1953 concert at
Massey Hall in Toronto, which featured Parker and Gillespie, bassist
Charles Mingus, pianist Bud Powell
and drummer Max Roach.
The Montreal gig was historic
because of the personnel, but it was
more of a friendly, if somewhat
uncertain reunion. I was sitting close
enough to the stage to hear Brown
on a couple of numbers calling out
the chord changes to James Moody.
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Why lovers really are bird-brained
“On wings of love and fly to me my turtle dove.”
“As clear and pure as a turtle dove, and that is
what fills me with love.”
I espied these two saccharine messages recently
while perusing Valentine’s Day cards and had the
humdrum epiphany that the turtle dove is the
quintessential symbol for Valentine’s Day.
(Do not confuse the turtle dove with the reptilian
turtle. The bird’s name in Old English was turtur,
an onomatopoeic rendering of the bird’s coo.) Not
only does “turtle dove” conveniently rhyme with
“love,” but the turtle dove is also said to be a very
solicitous partner that constantly dotes on its mate.
This sense is reflected in the following passage from
James Joyce’s Ulysses: “Take her for me ... Jove, a
cool ruttime send them. Yea, turtledove her.”
The turtle dove is but one example of the “animalistic” nature of romance.
Lovers are referred to in such other beastly ways
as “bunny,”“kitten,”“puppy,”“sparrow,”“sparling,”
“lambkin,” “tiger” and “stallion,” and are even
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The McGill University Health Centre is recruiting
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The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
likened to potentially disease-infested rodents,
such as mice and squirrels.
The metaphorical use of animals to refer to
lovers is a time-honoured practice. In his book
The Lover’s Tongue, Mark Morton relates that the
period from the 15th to the 18th century represented the apogee for the metaphorical comparison of one’s beloved with livestock: “People
interacted with animals not just in their
McNugget or Quarter-Pounder incarnations, but
as fellow creatures, sharing the same plot of farmland, if not the same house.”
For example, in Shakespeare’s Henry V, the character Pistol exclaims: “Good bawcock, bate thy
rage, use lenitie, sweet chuck!”
“Bawcock” is a corruption of the French beau
coq, which means “beautiful cock” or more
euphemistically “fine rooster”; “chuck” here is a
variation of “chick.”
In the Scottish poet William Dunbar’s 16th-century verse In Secreit Place This Hyndir Nycht, a
woman in the poem addresses her lover thus: “My
belly huddrun, my swete hurle bawsy,” which translates as:“My big lummox, my sweet unweaned calf.”
I may never ever again be able to eat a steak without blushing.
Perhaps it would also be wise to avoid employing
the term of endearment piggsneye, (especially if
your beloved is kosher), used by Chaucer in The
Miller’s Tale in 1388. The OED defines it as “one
specially cherished; a darling, pet; commonly used
as an endearing form of address.”
It is a combined form of “pig’s-eye” and the OED
relates that it “originated in children’s talk and the
fond prattle of nurses.” Its last recorded usage
dates back to 1941 in C.S. Lewis’s The Screwtape
Letters: “My dear, my very dear Wormwood, my
poppet, my pigsnie.”
Of course, terms of endearment can transcend
comparing your beloved with an animal. You can
also employ such nonsense rhymes as “honey
bunny,”“lovey dovey” and “tootsie wootsie.” If you
find these terms annoying, take solace that many
others of this ilk are now archaic.
In All’s Well That Ends Well, Shakespeare refers
to a husband’s “kicky-wicky,” which transfers from
its literal sense as a gray mare to a wife. Other
rhyming terms that have similarly vanished are
“gol-pol” (a woman with blonde hair), “crowdiemowdie” (oatmeal and water eaten uncooked)
and the nonsensical duo of “slawsie gawsie” and
“tyrlie myrlie.”
Equally grating are the variety of “–ums” words
used as forms of endearment. These seem to have
originated as terms for children (or cats) but were
soon adopted by babbling, inarticulate lovers.
Here we have the quartet of “diddums,” “pussums,” “pookums” and “snookums.”
And if you choose to call your beloved by some
silly or animalistic name this Valentine’s Day,
please ignore everything I’ve written above.
Howard Richler’s latest book is Strange Bedfellows:
The Private Lives of Words.

Kristine Berey
Except in its rare early-onset form,
Alzheimer’s is typically seen as a disease of the elderly. A probable diagnosis, confirmed only through an
autopsy, is based on several factors,
including rapidly advancing dementia and the presence of plaques and
tangles in the brain.
New imaging techniques have made
it possible to detect the likelihood of
the disease developing decades before
any cognitive loss appears, a leading
Alzheimer’s researcher told the crowd
at the Alzheimer Groupe’s Awareness
conference last month.
“It’s been known for some time that
you can have amyloid buildup and
plaques 20 years before having any
symptoms,” said Dr. Serge Gauthier, of
the McGill Centre for Studies in aging.
“We can do the scan at the Neuro, but
do you really want to know?”
Although researchers hope that in
the long run early diagnosis and
early treatment “will go hand in
hand,” diagnosing Alzheimer’s at a
pre-clinical stage is sparking debate
among researchers and policy makers. “Screening could be done but
[except in special cases] it’s not
advisable,” Gauthier said, explaining
that such a diagnosis could adversely

impact a person’s right to drive, his
employment benefits and access to
insurance. “Anything in a medical
file, the insurance people have access
to because you signed permission.”
Though PET and MRI scans can
identify the hallmark lesions of the
illness, it is likely but not a given that
the disease will develop. As demonstrated in the now-famous Nun
study, continuing since the mid-’80s,
plaques and tangles can exist in the
brain without cognitive loss.
“Having buildup doesn’t mean you
will get Alzheimer’s,” Gauthier said.
“This is new territory for us and we
may say you have a higher risk.”
Gauthier and his team are focusing
on “the worried well” and those with
mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a
population in which medications
have not been shown to be effective
so far. Such drugs as Aricept, Exelon
and Reminyl seem to help more in
the later stages of the illness.
“New programs looking a prevention strategies for persons at risk will
be starting soon in Montreal,” Gauthier said.
Preventing Alzheimer’s, at least for
now, lies in minimizing risk factors
and augmenting the protective factors
afforded by nutrition, lifestyle changes
and physical activity.“These are things

INCONTINENCE PRODUCTS
GREAT PRICES
VAST CHOICES
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Alzheimers’ researchers set their sights on prevention

Minimize risk, Dr. Serge Gauthier says.

we can do right now,” Gauthier said,
adding that whatever is good for the
heart, is good for the brain.
Risk factors include alcohol, diet,
excess weight and little mental or
social stimulation, said Howard
Chertkow, director of the Jewish
General Memory Clinic.
He talked about the concept of
“cognitive reserve,” a combination of
good genes, nutrition, a nurturing
environment and a good education,
that is built during one’s early years.
“It appears these factors may impact
on Alzheimer’s,” Chertkow said.
“Some have a better ability to withstand disease than others.”

Though we cannot add to our cognitive reserve, we can work to maintain what we do have, says Jens
Pruessner, director of McGill Studies
in Aging. “One of the main characteristics of the central nervous system
is that there is very little neurogenesis.
Once a neuron is lost, it’s lost. But
what you might be able to do is generate more connections between the
neurons you still have.” Brain fitness
activities include learning an instrument, solving puzzles, gardening and
being socially involved.
“It’s not a question of what you do
but that you do it consistently.”
Pruessner says video games have
been shown to be beneficial in terms
of cognitive training. “You can
improve your mental speed, memory
and logical reasoning,” Pruessner
said, pointing out that the McGill
Studies in Aging has put an online
videogame on its website. Completely free to users who are asked to
register, the games also serve as
research. “The project allows us to
pool anonymous data, without individuals’ names,” Pruessner said.
To try out the cognitive training
games, go to Prevention Of Neurodegenerative Disease in Everyone
at Risk at ponder.mcgill.ca

ut

Ask abo

Delivery

HOME or
SENIOR RESIDENCE

Mon Petit Monde Inc.
514-955-0101
w w w. c o u c h e s e t p l u

s.ca

FUNERAL HOME
A family business since 1958

560 Lakeshore Dr.
Dorval

514-631-1511

2125 Notre-Dame
Lachine

514-639-1511

Julie Cardinal
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Condominiums

Héritage sur le Lac

Adrian Bercovici (centre), Fred and a school representative sort donations.

We are not a ‘collection agency’

The house like condos in Pierrefonds West

Design for Comfort and Security
• All corner units with abundant windows
• 9 foot high ceilings
• Forced air gaz central heating
• Own private entrance,
main and from garage

• Available size up to 2112 ft 2 2 & 3
bdrms and 2 bathrms
• Oversized terrasses
• Adjacent to Cap St-Jacques natural park

S t ar t i ng at $15 6 pe r s q uar e f oo t , in c lu di ng g ar ag e
PROMOTION FOR THE FIRST 6 BUYERS:
5 STAINLESS STEEL APPLIANCES FREE
SALES OFFICE: 4783 Du PALOMINO Street, corner PIERREFONDS Blvd.

514-620-1515

Pentian.ca

RBQ #81068702 25

Funeral planning…
it’s a matter of life or debt
MONEY

Funeral costs
do not decline

TIME

FACT: The need for a funeral is inevitable.
…Rising costs are also inevitable.

SOLUTION: Complete your plans now
and you could save thousands
of dollars over time.
Ensure your family will not be
burdened with unexpected
debt on your behalf.

Plan today.

Get started now with a
FREE Pre-planning Kit.

Call: 514-726-4812
No obligation

Start
planning
from only

$75
/month

RIDEAU MEMORIAL GARDENS, FUNERAL HOME,
MAUSOLEUM AND CREMATION CENTRE
4239 Sources Blvd., Dollard des Ormeaux QC H9B 2A6

514.726.4812
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We do this for love
As we turned the corner to 2011,
January found me glued to my computer screen drumming up receipts
for donations and composing
thank-you letters (a work in
progress).
Now and then I glanced over at the
artwork and Christmas cards we
received from adults and children
who, with loving and generous
strokes of the crayon or pen, renewed
our commitment to work harder
than ever. Most of us shivered
through the January frost, however,
and I had visions of bright red February valentines, delicious hot chocolate and other goodies to banish the
winter doldrums.
Our freezers were stocked with a
variety of donations that were still
arriving in January. Turkeys and other
meats were packed in boxes and delivered to St. Monica Elementary for single-parent families and to a variety of
other schools.
St. Raphael, Lakeside Academy and
B.U.M.P. were ecstatic to receive pizzas, Christmas logs and cookies. Large
boxes, filled to capacity with our
freshly purchased items, frozen products, breads, cheese, vegetables and
cost-efficient produce were whisked
out to the schools daily by our driver
and helpers.
Generations Foundation personnel
are small in number and space is very
much lacking, but our hearts are
huge. We are not a “collection agency.”
Happy faces and satisfied tummies are
the order of the day in lieu of collecting small change from harassed parents. There is no cost to the children
or their parents for any food or clothing that they receive from us.
There are more than 6,500 children

Generations
Natalie Bercovici

benefiting from our food programs in
82 schools and learning centres in and
around Montreal. Generations Foundation and other donors sponsor
milk, eggs and juice, which are delivered by the milk company. Deliveries
cover a wide area: from St. Hubert
and Chambly to Pierrefonds and Vaudreuil, all over Montreal and to Rosemount and St. Leonard. Lower
Canada College’s community initiative has had 40 classes assemble gift
bags of Valentine goodies for children
and families.
The turnover is exceptional. We can
be filled to capacity in the morning
and by the next day, our shelves need
to be restocked.
Food is a basic necessity of life, but it
is much more than that. Children
assemble at school breakfast, lunch or
a quick snack and they socialize at the
same time.
School is a fun place to be!
Generations Foundation is also a
fun place to be, whether planning
fundraising breakfasts held at Buffet
La Stanza or St. Viateur Bagel,
attending community events, visiting
professionals and students at schools,
attending graduation and, last but
not least, meetings with the board
members.
We are excited about some coming
events and hope you will join us on
May 4 to see Lies my Father Told Me
at the Segal and on May 7 for a Generations Foundation Comedy and
Dinner Evening at the Pierrefonds
Cultural Centre. 514-933-8585

Protect the ones you love within the Civil Code of Quebec
The month of February brings Valentine’s Day,
the day we show we care with gifts of cards, flowers and chocolates.
Another way to care is by ensuring that our loved
ones are protected now and in the future. I regularly emphasize the necessity of making a will.
Where there is no will and a person passes away,
the Civil Code of Quebec sets out who are the legal
heirs. These are the spouse, children, parents, siblings and more distant relatives.
The Civil Code also stipulates what portion of the
estate each of these groups will inherit. Remember
that the laws of Quebec attempt to protect matrimonial assets with the creation of a family patrimony upon marriage, and that the Civil Code does
not recognize the common-law spouse.
The family patrimony is created by law upon
marriage and consists of family residences and
their contents, registered funds (RRSPs, RRIFs),
pensions, and family vehicles acquired during the
marriage no matter whose name those assets are
in. Upon the death of one of the spouses, the family patrimony is dissolved and the laws pertaining
to its division take effect.
With this background in mind, let me describe a
few of the problems that can arise when there is
no will.
The married relationship. If you believe your
spouse would automatically inherit everything
you leave behind if you do not have a will, you are
wrong. The surviving spouse would benefit from
the division of the family patrimony that would
take place. One equal share would become the
property of the surviving spouse and the other

Legal Ease
Joyce Blond Frank
B.A., B.C.L., LL.M.

share would be added to the other assets forming
the estate of the deceased.
The surviving spouse would not inherit the
entire estate of the deceased but would have to
share it with the children at a ratio of two-thirds
for the children and one third for the spouse. If
there are no children, the spouse would have to
share with the parents of the deceased or, if they
are no longer living, with the deceased’s siblings
in a ratio of two-thirds for the spouse, one-third
for the parents or siblings.

“A surviving spouse can find himself
co-owning the family home.”
Therefore, the surviving spouse would acquire
her share of the assets of the family patrimony as
well as a portion of the remaining assets forming
part of the estate of the deceased. It is only when
there are no children, parents or siblings that the
entire share of the estate will devolve by law to the
spouse.
The common-law relationship. If you have been
living common law and die without leaving a will,
no family patrimony has been created from which
your spouse can benefit and he or she will not

inherit at all. The assets in your estate will go to your
legal heirs, namely, to your children, or if none, to
your parents, siblings or more distant relatives.
With the above scenarios, where there is no will,
a surviving spouse can find himself co-owning the
family home with his children or distant relatives.
He may not be able to afford to continue supporting the house, as he has not inherited the entire
estate. His co-owners may want to sell the house
to acquire their share of the sale price. If it was a
common-law relationship and the house is not
registered in the names of both spouses, the surviving spouse may not own any share in the home
at all. Time is not relevant and this unfortunate situation will exist no matter how long the parties
have lived together or have owned the house.
Unless there is a provision in a will, a person’s
RRIF or RRSP will not automatically transfer to a
spouse. It will collapse and about half the value
will go to the government in tax. Only what is left
will fall into the estate of the deceased and only a
percentage of that will be inherited by the spouse.
But, if there has been no marriage and there is no
will, the common-law spouse will not inherit any
part of it.
The laws pertaining to Quebec and Canada pension plans as well as most private plans recognize
common-law relationships. However, the Civil Code
does not; nor does it provide for one spouse to
inherit the entirety of the other spouse’s estate after
death. So protect whatever relationship you have.
Your will may prove to be the best Valentine’s
Day gift of all.

INCOME TAX SPECIALIST
Price starting from $20

4136 Decarie, Suite #5, NDG
Metro Villa-Maria

Tel.: 514-487-3705
Cell: 514-996-6519
Other services

GST/QST report starting at $25
Bookkeeping / Corporate tax
Finance 24 h / 7

Healthy Men

The McGill University Health Centre is seeking
healthy men for a study of protein metabolism.

IF YOU ARE:

• normal weight and over 55 yrs
• ex-smoker and free of other serious illnesses

Principal Investigator: Stéphanie Chevalier RD, PhD
Co-Investigator: Errol Marliss, MD
McGill Nutrition and Food Science Centre
Royal Victoria Hospital

Length of study: 2 days

For more information, please contact
the Research Coordinator:
Connie Nardolillo at (514) 843-1665

In Home Fitness Services

We’re the gym that comes to YOU!
We focus on:
• Strength • Balance & Flexibility
• Endurance • Increased Energy
All equipment provided

Change the way you age!!
Certified Older Adult Fitness Specialists

FREE CONSULTATION

514-220-1663
Healthy Women

The McGill University Health Centre is recruiting
healthy women for a study of metabolic responses to meals.

CANDIDATE PROFILE
• women of 55 years of age and older
• normal weight
• ex-smoker
• non-vegetarian
Length of study: Two 3-day stays

INVESTIGATORS: Stéphanie Chevalier, PhD and
Errol B. Marliss, MD
McGill Nutrition and Food Science Centre,
MUHC-Royal Victoria Hospital

Please contact Research Coordinators
Connie Nardolillo or Chandra Snarr at 514-843-1665
For more information:

Loving Care Nursing Home
For autonomous people

• Loving & caring environment • Beautiful atmosphere
• Personal attention • Private & semi-private rooms
• Activities • Nutritious meals • Well situated
• Safe & non-smoking environment

Call Elaine

514-344-8496

Men and Women
with Type 2 Diabetes
The McGill University Health Centre is recruiting men
and women with type 2 diabetes for the study of blood
glucose levels and the state of protein in the body.

IF YOU ARE:
• < 65 years of age with type 2 diabetes
• Have no other major health problems
• Are willing to stay at the Clinical Investigation
Unit of the Royal Victoria Hospital for 7 days
Principal Investigator: Réjeanne Gougeon, PhD
McGill Nutrition and Food Science Centre
Royal Victoria Hospital
Length of study: 12 days
For more information please contact
the Research Coordinators, Connie Nardolillo
or Cherise Labonté at 514-843-1665
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Crackling sound of vinyl sees record resurgence
We move seniors
• Placing • Organizing • Downsizing
• Moving • Decorating & House Staging
Turn-key moving service for seniors

We speak your language!
French, English, Spanish, Hungarian, Romanian, Hebrew

WE BUY GOLD
O L D J E W E L L E RY
Up to

$ 3 5 per gram 24 KT

BIJOUTERIE SEBAG
4238 Jean-Talon East, St-Léonard
Le Boulevard Shopping Center

514-721-4402

a

a

Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Thursdays: Special Prices
Children (1-7 yrs) $11.50 Youth (8-12 yrs) $12.50
Students (13 plus) $13.50 with I.D. card
Regular haircuts $16

4240 Decarie Blvd
514-485-7976

Villa Maria

Sandra Phillips
You might be surprised that though sales of CDs
and DVDs have been dropping, sales of vinyl
records have risen. We are not talking about anything meteoric that could save the industry, but
rising a tiny bit. Companies are reissuing old
music on vinyl.
There has been a rediscovery of vinyl by 15-to-30
year-olds, and sales to 45-to-65-year-olds are up,
too. They are mainly interested in ’70s rock: Led
Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, The Doors, Jimi Hendrix,
Neil Young. That interest is spilling over to a wave
of ’80s music and even from the ’90s.
Driving this mini resurgence is that–let’s face it–
music still sounds better on vinyl 99 per cent of
the time. It has more life to it, not a flat electronic
sound. Music lovers are realizing that. Music by
Lady Gaga or Arcade Fire is coming out on vinyl.
Sales are being driven in a few different ways.
The alternative music industry is being very creative by offering, with the purchase of a vinyl
record, a certificate to legally download a copy. So
you have the great sound on the vinyl and you
have an electronic version, so you don’t have to do
a conversion to CD and you can listen to it on
your MP3 player.
Daniel Hadley, owner of the Death of Vinyl store,
said CD manufacturing plants keep closing, since
CDs are probably on their way out.
So in the future, if you want a physical copy of
the music, you’ll be buying vinyl and an electronic
version.

Denturist

Parkin
Free n
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Mario Tzavelakos D.D. vailable
con

• Complete esthetic

& partial dentures

• Dentures on implants

• Denture refilling / relining
• Soft base dentures

• On the spot laboratory

7475 Newman Blvd, Suite 303, LaSalle

514-367-2261

Lise Matte

I work with a team
of professionals to facilitate
the selling or buying
process for you.
I will be part of all phases
of your project;
before, during and after
the transaction.

Cell: 514-707-2979

Imagine The Grief Of LosingYour
Spouse or a Parent.
Funeral Pre-Arrangements Will
Ease The Pain.

Talk It Over With Your Loved Ones.

Office: 514-426-9595

lmatte@sutton.com
www.notrepropriete.com
Real Estate Broker
123 Place Frontenac
Pointe Claire

FAMILYSIDE
For FREE information

Rainer Schmalhaus
rschmalhaus@
lakeviewmemorial.ca
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514 606-9426

Photo: Norbert Schnitzler

514-242-3420 Rodica

www.WeMoveSeniors.org

Smart Shopping

Remember this? Doo-wop on a turntable hasn’t gone
the way of the dodo. It just sounds better on vinyl.

How can the generation that is so plugged into
their iPods and computers enjoy the music if they
can only listen to it on a turntable?
They can buy USB turntables, which make it easy
to plug into a computer or MP3 player. They can
make a copy and to listen to all of it, or just save
favourite tracks. However, turntables will not last
the way the old ones did, so if you have an old
turntable around, you can still do this, but you
need a pre-amp to do it.
Death of Vinyl is a gold mine for used records
and liquidated vinyl from other dealers, since the
owner was a record distributor for 11 years.
Of the 60,000 records stocked here, expect prices
to be $1, $2.99 or $4.99. If those aren’t low
enough, they have sales at least three times a year,
during the back-to-school period, Christmas and
in the spring. All kinds of music abounds—world,
Francophone, jazz, rock, disco, punk, Broadway,
dance, etc. They also buy records.
6307 St. Laurent, 514-495-2786,
deathofvinyl.com
On the West Island, Musiquest has been in the
business for 15 years, so this choc-a-bloc vinyl
record shop has perhaps 85,000 33 1/3 LPs,
100,000 45s and 7,000 78s on offer.
Wander around to find rock and pop, disco,
Motown, folk, country, blues, easy listening, children’s music, organ, chorale, classical, gospel and
even banjo. There are about 200 audio cassettes,
350 DVDs and 5,000 CDs.
63E Donegani, Pointe Claire, 514-426-0876.
Disques Beatnick Records has a combination of
old and new music in vinyl. To tell them apart, the
red or pink stickers indicate the used items and
green means it's new. Sections for rock, jazz, reggae, soul ’60s, etc. have bins and there are walls of
vinyl; don't miss the little back room.
3770 St. Denis, 514-842-0664,
beatnickmusic. com
Aux 33 1/3 specializes in new and used (60 per
cent of stock) vinyl records: jazz, rock, country,
classical music or hip-hop. The 33 rpm in their
name refers to the speed of vinyl records—33 revolutions per minute. They have 45,000 LPs and
about 10,000 used CDs, and you can listen to the
ones you're thinking of buying on the store’s
turntables.
1379 Mont Royal, 514-524-7397, aux33tours.com

Strength of women epitomized by African, HIV-positive matriarchs
Malawan Grace Saka and her husband, Enos, found out in January
2008 that they are HIV positive.
They received some medicine three
months later. Enos reacted very
badly to the first anti-retroviral drug;
the second affected his mental capacities. They were forced to seek a third
drug in Chilazulu, far to the south of
Malawi.
“It is too far,” Grace said. “We need
more money. We needed three people because my husband cannot walk
on his own. He can’t stand.”
The trip takes three days, every
three months. The cost of the bus,
accommodation and food are too
much. Enos listened to the conversation between Grace and I mutely,
and his agonized frustration at not
being able to take part was palpable.
He cannot articulate in speech what
his wife tells us with patient courage
and harrowing endurance.
Rhoda Manda, who gave me an
early Chichewa lesson, also has had
problems with AIDS medication. She
is 29; her daughter, Vitumbiku, is 8.
Rhoda’s husband, a driver, has died.
Her medication has caused her
severe vision problems that set in

Photo courtesy of Alice Abracen

Alice Abracen

Rhoda Manda is widowed and
struggles with vision problems
brought on by her AIDS medication.
She gave Alice Abracen (right) an
early Chichewa lesson.

after severe head pain. The doctor,
though aware of the problem, has
not changed her drugs. Rhoda is
supported by her extended family in
Makupo village.
Chifundo Katawasaka is tall, beautiful, soft-spoken and effortlessly
graceful. She is HIV positive and
widowed. She was living in the capital, Lilongwe, when her illness forced
her to return home to Makupo.
She finds it difficult to support her-

self, but hopes to engage in the economic projects being undertaken by
the women of Makupo, particularly
the hostel project; housing foreign
students eager to learn about Malawi
and its people.
Anasimango, or Flossie, is the eldest woman in the village. She is 68,
and a formidable presence, radiating
toughness and resilience. She is a
widow with nine children and 23
grandchildren. She cares for nine of
them, between the ages of 4 and 21.
One of them, at 17, has a child.
Flossie’s voice drops and she begins
to tap the table, wrapped in grief she
tries to hide as she talks about their
parents, who have died.
She lives on an allowance from her

other sons and daughters. The children are all in school, and the school
fees are brutal. She wishes she could
offer the children more: food, clothing and school fees so they can support themselves, furnished with a
good education. All of the children
have been tested for HIV; one has
tested positive, and receives drugs
from the Kasungu district hospital.
Flossie receives no subsidies or support from the government and she
has high blood pressure; no one is
taking care of her. What will she do
when the children move out? She
chuckles and says this will take a very
long time.
“Zikomo kwambiri,” I said, and she
thanked me, too.

FRASER-HICKSON “Special Delivery”
HOME-BOUND
FREE SERVICE to the HOME
The Fraser-Hickson Library continues to offer its “special
delivery” outreach service to the homebound. We offer hardand soft-cover books in large print and regular print; books on
tape and CD; and DVDs.
There is space available for up to 80 new customers. You
could be of great help if you would pass on this message to
anyone within the NDG and Montreal West areas who might
like this service.

For more information, phone
Isabel at 514-489-5301

Weekend Getaway Fare…
travel round trip between New York City and Montreal for $89
Winter Weekend Getaway Fare – Terms and Conditions
THIS SPECIAL “ADIRONDACK WEEKEND GETAWAY” IS VALID FOR SALE BETWEEN 03JAN11-25APR11AND VALID FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN 06JAN1128APR11. BLACKOUTS APPLY ON THE FOLLOWING DATES: 18FEB11, 21FEB11, 22APR11, 24APR11, AND 25APR11. THIS OFFER IS VALID FOR TRAVEL
THURSDAYS THROUGH MONDAYS ONLY. ADVANCE RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED A MINIMUM OF THREE (3) DAYS PRIOR TO TRAVEL THE ROUND TRIP
RAIL FARE IS $89.00 FOR EACH ADULT. UP TO 2 CHILDREN AGES 2-15 MAY ACCOMPANY EACH ADULT AT HALF FARE. THIS OFFER IS VALID FOR COACH
SEATS ON THE ADIRONDACK SERVICE. SEATING IS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. THIS OFFER IS VALID FOR A MAXIUM STAY OF FIVE (5) DAYS ONLY. FARES
ARE SUBJECT TO A SLIGHT INCREASE DUE TO PENDING “CROSS THE BORDER FEES”. IN ADDITION TO THE DISCOUNT RESTRICTIONS, BLACKOUTS AND
REFUND RULES THAT APPLY TO THE TYPE OF FARE ARE PURCHASED. ONCE TRAVEL HAS BEGUN, NO CHANGES TO THE ITINERARY ARE PERMITTED.
FARES, ROUTES AND SCHEDULES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. THIS OFFER IS NOT COMBINABLE WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT OFFER.
OTHER RESTICTIONS MAY APPLY. PLEASE REFER TO DISCOUNT CODE X870. AMTRAK AND ADIRONDACK ARE REGISTERED SERVICE MARKS OF THE
NATIONAL RAILROAD PASSENGER CORPORATION.

Visit Amtrak.com or call 1-800-USA-RAIL
and ask for discount code X870
The Adirondack is supported by funding from the New York State Department
of Transportation.
Amtrak, Amtrak Vacations and the Adirondack are a registered service marks of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation
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In love and sushi, compromise is on the menu
My first real date with my mate-to-be was either
going to be a romantic disaster or an exercise in
relationship realism.
We met through friends. Then there were days
of long phone calls. Of course, I am talking about
an antediluvian period of the Earth’s history,
namely pre-Internet.
(Permit a brief digression: Recently I spent time
with a group of third- and fourth-graders and
talked to them about food writing. With me was a
photographer in her 30s. We were working with
schools as part of a project under the Blue Met literary festival. During the chat, the photographer
mentioned she had taken her first pictures with
her parents’ camera as she hadn’t had one as a kid.
“Miss,” asked a young girl, “didn’t your cellphone
have a camera?”)

Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar
But back to the phone—a landline of course—
hardwired to the wall. At some point, it seemed logical that if we were spending this much time on the
phone, we should get together. I suggested dinner at
my place. To plan for the evening, I decided to go
Japanese: This way there would be something to
talk about in case our previous phone chats proved
to be the highlight of our relationship.
My mate-to-be came over, duly impressed that I
was cooking. I laid out the freshly cut tuna, the
wasabi mustard, the hand-sliced and pickled ginIndian & Pakistani Cuisine
Delicious Food
Variety of vegetarian
& non-vegetarian
Buffet: Mon-Fri
11am – 4pm $8.49
Open 7 days We Deliver!

514-684-2333

4878 boul. Des Sources D.D.O.
Sun. – Thurs.
11 am – 11 pm
Fri. – Sat.
11 am – midnight

Happy
Valentine’s
Day

Celebrate Valentine’s Day with us!

5365 des Jockeys
(corner Decarie & Jean-Talon)
FOR TAKEOUT
& RESERVATIONS

514-731-6455

Private room for 50 people (parties)
Seniors 10% off at noon
Private reception area
(60 people) 2nd floor

Open 7 days - 11 am to midnigh
GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

4337 Saint John’s Blvd., D.D.O.
514-626-6455 www.sequoiarestaurant.ca

Happy
Valentine’s
Day

ger, the various kinds of fish I had brought fresh
from the market and sliced and layered on fingers
of rice, the rolls of sushi. My mate-to-be was, she
told me later, mulling this over.
“This guy is interesting,” goes her internal dialogue. “I hate sushi and in particular raw fish. If I
tell him this, he may be insulted and I may never
see him again. However, if I don’t tell him, I may
end up eating this the rest of my life.”
There is a long, non-conversational pause, so I
pour some sake. Eventually, she decides. “This is
very nice, but I don’t eat sushi.”
“That’s not a problem.” I say, as I think: “More
for me.” I sip some sake and get the next course
underway, knowing that there can be nothing
wrong with deep-fried veggies and shrimp.
And this is how our relationship has progressed. It
works well for the flavourguy, a.k.a. the refrigerator
chef. Mate-to-be, now mate-for-many-wonderfulyears, buys what is on sale—cheap cuts of meat,
bushels of veggies—and we make them together. I
haul out whatever is in the refrigerator and work
on that. The secret to a long-term relationship, as I
learned from that first date, is to come with a Plan
B. It is not the food that counts, but the meal. The
objective is never to focus on only that truly amazing dish, but to eat well together–and compromise
is always on the menu.
A bit of batter goes a long way
Mix a cup of flour with a teaspoon of cornstarch
and a dash of salt.
In another bowl, beat an egg, a cup of ice water
and a tablespoon of white wine, sherry or sake.
Peel and thinly slice such firm veggies as carrots,
eggplant, celery, raw asparagus, and red or green
sweet peppers. Prepare slices of chicken, shrimp,
scallops, etc., which have been thawed and patted
dry. Dust the meat and fish lightly with flour.
Heat oil in a pot until it is 375F (190C). A cube
of bread will brown in a minute at that temperature. When ready, mix the dry ingredients into the
beaten egg. Dip the meat, fish and veggies into the
batter and fry them, a few at a time, until golden
brown. Take your time doing this so that the oil
temperature doesn’t drop. Drain the tempura on a
rack, ideally over the oil, and then on paper towels and keep them on a platter in a warm oven
until ready to serve.
Serve with soy sauce thinned with sake or white
wine, or a tempura dipping sauce, available in
many supermarkets.
flavourguy@theseniortimes.com

A taste of Portugal at your doorstep
TUSCANY GRILL

WINE AT THE
PRICE OF

+ $7

Healthy & Fresh Italian Cuisine

Happy Valentine’s Day!
◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Mon. - Sat.: 11 am to 9 pm
Sunday: 4 pm to 9 pm

Charcoal grilled meats & seafood

Dining room • Take-out service • Catering
1970 Graham, Mount-Royal
(corner Kindersley)

514.504.5110

www.galogrill.ca
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SPECIAL MENU Sunday-Thursday
4pm - 10 pm

2 FOR

$

Catering Available for Every Occasion

5525 Cote St-Luc Rd, C.S.L.
5 1 4 - 4 8 4 - 7 5 2 5

Dining with your Valentine
Valid with this coupon on
dining room orders only.
Offer expires
February 28, 2011
(maximum 2 persons per coupon).
Except Holidays and Festivals.

Reserve now for
Valentine’s Day

95
pl us
t axes

Wishes all
our clientele
a Happy
Valentine’s Day

$

8.95

+ taxes

Lower in salt and made with fresh
ingredients. Meals come in biodegradable
containers for easy freezing, and can be
heated in the microwave or oven.
Delivered to your home!

For Menu call:
A convenient way to have a nutritional home-style meal.
From the freezer to microwave oven.







514 713-1951 or 613 632-9249
comfortmeals@sympatico.ca
www.comfortmeals.ca
y

t
as s
T
w e
Ne ecipi
R

Best Wishes for
Valentine’s Day!

New Sensation in N.D.G.

Special Valentine’s
WOOD CHARCOAL GRILL
Day Event complete
All Natural Products
Table d’hôte including
Able
to
create meals tailored to all types of diets
renowned story telling
No artificial food or colourings
for only $40
Table d’Hôte
Limited seating À la Minute Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
reserve now.
Pasta, Veal,
Bring your own
wine to enhance
your favourite meal.

6290 Somerled
corner Madison

Closed Monday
Tues. - Wed. 11 AM – 9 PM
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. - Sun. 10 AM – 10 PM



starting at





4.25
$4

6752 ST. JACQUES W.
TH E BEST I N TOWN 514-481-8114
SPECIALTY

Reservations:

514-482-0777

A BURLINGTON, VERMONT LANDMARK FOR 20 YEARS!
Voted one of
New England’s
Top 5 Diners in
Yankee Magazine





Saturday & Sunday
Brunch
10 AM- 2 PM

Lamb, Chicken,
Rib Steak, Salmon & Sole

Extra Specials all day long
Flower for your Valentine
sumptuous Valentine
breakfast beginning
at 5:30 am - 2 pm

Start your day the “La Belle” way everyday with
our best prices, value, quality and friendly service.
Our commitement is always to our customers.

Home sausage, Lamb, Veal,
Whole Grain Chicken,
Special Meat Cuts and Fresh Fish

Fine Mediterranean Cuisine

Friday Feb. 11 from 7-10 pm

- A Burlington area favorite Enjoy friendly, upbeat service & Mom’s home cooking
We make all our own Cakes & Pies (fresh & local)
OPEN DAILY
Monday - Friday 6 am to 4 pm
Saturday 7 am to 4 pm Sunday 7 am to 2 pm

Route 7 Winooski-Colchester Town Line
Exit 16, right off Vermont I-89

1-802-655-0343

GROCER

We prepare Hot Meals Every Day, Soups,
Salads, Sandwiches and more, Catering available

Freshly Baked
Breads and Pastry

Phone Orders are Welcome! 514-735-3611
Delivery in Côte-des-Neiges, Westmount, Outremont & TMR
Imported Beer & Wine

5415 Gatineau St. (Corner Lacombe)

Côte-des-Neiges

Fresh Fruits
& Vegetables
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Manoir Westmount

ens and Patio • All the Com
n
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y
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e
f Your Home • Hotel-style Rec
Lov

†††

Young Gifted
& Black

Black is beautiful. See for yourself at
Oscar Peterson Concert Hall, Saturday,
February 5, 8pm. 514-848-4848.

NEW

PRICE FOR A
LIMITED TIME

14,509

$

$500 DEALER PARTICIPATION INCLUDED.
GL Sport model shown♦

(1 km East of Sources)

514 683-5702

ULSAN HYUNDAI
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Tel.:

1625 Hymus Blvd, Dorval

MONTHS
FOR THE ELANTRA!
WITH

0

FOR UP TO

84
PURCHASE
% FINANCING

HIGHWAY
5.7L / 100 KM (50 MPG)▼

“The best selling sub compact in Québec”

∞

PRICE FOR A
LIMITED TIME

11,509
$

137

/ MONTH
FINANCING 84 MONTHS◊
$960 DOWN PAYMENT

3SAVINGS
600 $
$

2011 ACCENT L 3DR

2.49 % PURCHASE FINANCING

INCLUDING FEES, DELIVERY AND DESTINATION.

2010 ELANTRA L

INCLUDING FEES, DELIVERY AND DESTINATION.

$500 DEALER PARTICIPATION INCLUDED.

HIGHWAY
5.6L / 100 KM (50 MPG)▼

Limited model shown♦

hyundaicanada.com

MC
The Hyundai names, logos, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trademarks own by Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. ♦ Prices for models shown: 2011 Accent GL Sport 3dr is $15,759 / 2010 Elantra Limited is $23,059. Fees of $115 (tire tax of $15 and air tax of $100), delivery and destination charges of
$1,495 for 2011 Accent and 2010 Elantra are included. Registration, insurance, license fees, RDPRM and applicable taxes are excluded. Delivery and destination charge includes freight, P.D.E., dealer admin fees and a full tank of gas. ◊ Annual purchase financing rate upon approval by Hyundai Financial Services on
the 2011 Accent L 3dr, 5-speed manual transmission, from $11,509 / the 2010 Elantra L, 5-speed manual transmission, from $14,509. Financing example and actual terms and conditions on advertised offers: $11,509 / $14,509 at an annual rate of 2,49 % / 0 % is equivalent to monthly payments of $136.98 / $159,51 for 84 / 84
months. Cash down required of $960 / $1,110. Cost of loan is $957.32 / $0 for a total obligation of $12,466.32 / $15,508.84. Fees of $15 (tire tax of $15), Delivery and Destination charges of $1,495 for the 2011 Accent and 2010 Elantra are included. Registration, insurance, license fees, RDPRM and applicable taxes are
excluded from Purchase financing offers. ▼ Fuel consumption for the 2011 Accent L 3dr, 5-speed (HWY 5.7L/100KM; CITY 7.2L/100KM), for the 2010 Elantra L 5-speed (HWY 5.6L/100KM; CITY 7.8L/100KM) are based on EnerGuide fuel consumption ratings. Actual fuel efficiency may vary based on driving conditions and
the addition of certain vehicle accessories. Fuel economy figures are used for comparison purposes only. ∞ Based on the December 2010 AIAMC report. ♦◊** Offers available for a limited time and subject to change or cancellation without notice. See dealer for complete details. Dealer may sell for less. Inventory
is limited, dealer order may be required. ††† See your dealer for eligible vehicles and full details of the Graduate Rebate Program. †† Hyundai’s Comprehensive Limited Warranty coverage covers most vehicle components against defects in workmanship under normal use and maintenance conditions.
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/ MONTH
FINANCING 84 MONTHS◊
$1,110 DOWN PAYMENT

$

Professional health care personnel 24 hours per day
State of the art smoke and sprinkler system
Spacious main lounges and attractive outdoor patio
Large elegant dining room and bar
Close to shopping, churches, library and recreation
All inclusive rates from $1715 / month
www.manoirwestmount.ca
•
•
•
•
•
•

For an appointment to view, please call

(514) 937-3943

Manoir Westmount Inc.
4646 Sherbrooke Street West, Westmount, Quebec H3Z 2Z8

A Project of The Rotary Club of Westmount

Will your true loved ones please stand up
A loved one is “a person you love, usually a member of your family,” according to the Word Web
Online and the Free Dictionary by Farlex. The
MacMillan Dictionary definition is: “someone
you care about very much, especially a member
of your family.”
I often work with families during times of stress.
These families can be caring and loving or members might be in conflict or estranged. Nothing surprises me, except that the term “loved one” seems to
be always defined in the context of family.
Who is the person you trust most with your
secrets, the person you turn to when you need
support or advice, who you would want to advocate for you if you were in the hospital? Who
would you trust to care for your children or
grandchildren, who you would trust to manage
your financial affairs? In good times or bad, who is
the first person you share your news with?
This person is not always a blood relation. While
we often have special relationships with our family, sometimes our closest person, our “loved one,”
is a close friend. I find that women, who have special relationships with their girlfriends, understand this more than men. The young generation
refers to such a friend as a BFF, or best friend forever. These friends are in our lives by choice.
If a person dies without a will, there is a formula
of how the succession is divided. It distinguishes
between whole blood and half-blood relatives. If
there are no children, parents or siblings, their
possessions might end up with a distant niece
rather than their truest loved ones.

Some loved ones are constant during our lives,
and many of them are our family. But we do have a
wider range of loved ones. So, while it is important
to have a will and a mandate in the event of incapacity, it is also important to review your instrucLet’s talk about it
tions periodically to make sure it is in sync with
Bonnie Sandler, S.W.
your present situation. Deaths, divorces, and family
rifts may be reasons to update your instructions.
Happy Valentine’s Day to all my loved ones. You
In my family, there was a rift when my ancestors know who you are, no need to stand up.
arrived here from Europe in the early 1900s. Every
***
so often I will be informed of the birth of a new For more on protecting your loved ones legally,
cousin, names that are unfamiliar to me. Recently please see Legal Ease on Page 9.
I discovered that someone I knew through a close
Preserving our clients’ autonomy and dignity
friend is my cousin. We were fascinated by this discovery and became friends. Yet I have some
(438) 886-8045
cousins with whom I have no contact—no animosity, just no contact.
• Companionship
My interest in the term “loved one” arose when I
• Meal preparation
had the unfortunate experience of spending much
of my time with my closest friend in palliative
• Light housekeeping
care. While I was a constant visitor and advocate,
• Errands / appointments
the room for loved ones was called the “family
info@gauthiersamuel.com • www.gauthiersamuel.com
room.” While my caring and love for my friend
resembled that of love for a close family member,
I was not recognized since there was no family KRISZTINA PRAGAI
relation. When asked to identify myself, I learned FULL TIME
Real Estate Broker since 2001
not to say best friend but rather relative, and if
questioned beyond this, I added cousin. No one
514-231-5742
seemed anxious to talk to just a friend.
www.KrisztinaPragai.ca
Every so often, I clean out my memory box. Here I
PROPRIO DIRECT
find cards from people who were at one time loved
For a stress free
ones in my life, never imagining a time when they
transaction...
wouldn’t be. While they bring back many special
CALL ME!
memories,they are no longer defined as my loved ones.

pour autonomes et semi-autonomes
assisted living for seniors

Une résidence avec la vie, l’amour et la joie
A home built with life, love and laughter
100 Beaconsfield Boulevard, Beaconsfield

514-694-5074
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e greats, the temperamental, the legends

I love my job. All of it

Continued from Page 5
Tall, elegant, proud and brilliant, Gordon was a
lifetime substance abuser. When he came on stage,
appearing unsteady, we wondered whether he
would make it or collapse. Then, in his mellifluous
voice, he would poetically introduce a standard.
Once he blew the first notes, he transformed the
room with his huge and warm tone, those marvellous accents and trills sending chills up our spines.
Few guests to the club generated as much excitement as pianist Bill Evans, whom I first saw playing solo at New York’s Village Vanguard in the
winter of 1962, opening for Charles Mingus. The
introspective Evans was a do-more-with-less
musician, an evocative player who enhanced the
standards, extending them with dream-like solos,
capturing romance in an unsentimental way.
Evans, who died in 1980, played three engagements at the club. After the first piece on the first
night, he rose from his bench and, according to
Boicel, declared: “I can’t play with this f***ing
piano. I need another piano.” He returned to the
instrument, finished the gig, and the next night
got a grand piano that met his demanding standards, the highest in music.
I was also there the night Eddie “Cleanhead”
Vinson opened with a local funk band that was
not quite up to playing with the bluesy Mr. Cleanhead. Saxophonist Bob Mover was there and, after
sharing a pipe with Vinson, showed the backup
band the kind of rhythm it takes to support the
visiting artist.
I witnessed the great but temperamental Nina
Simone on opening night at Rockhead’s Paradise,
a club Boicel bought on St. Antoine St. and de la
Montage. She had just been released from a mental hospital, Boicel has written, and when she
started her show, it was close to midnight. Her set
was strange, but nobody there regretted hearing
this legend in person. Though many dozens of
eager fans were waiting, she declined to do her second set.
Rockhead’s soon failed. The area had lost its
charm. An attempt to launch a third Rising Sun, at
an abandoned theatre on St. Laurent Blvd., also
failed to get off the ground. After about 15 years,
Doudou Boicel ended his career as a jazz and blues
impresario.
All jazz and blues lovers, however, will applaud
the recognition he is receiving, one of 20 laureates
honoured this month as part of Black History
Month.

Real Estate Realities
Daniel Smyth

In the late 1970s and early 1980s,
artists of stature struggled under
the omnipresent shadow of rock.

Photo credits clockwise from top: Dexter Gordon by
Albert Kok; Dizzy Gillespie by Carl Van Vechten;
Hank Jones by Ed Newman.

Negro Community Centre presents
A Fascinating Journey to Montreal: The Lavinia
Bell Story
Melissa Waddy-Thibodeaux performs a onewoman show re-enacting Lavinia Bell’s 20-year
journey from slavery in the United States to
Montreal.
Bell was born to free parents, but was captured and sold into slavery at 10 years old. In
Upstate New York, she met someone who paid
for her train fare to Montreal.
She arrived in Quebec a broken and bruised
woman longing to see the baby she left behind.
Sat. Feb. 12, at 6767 Côtes-des-Neiges. $25
advance, $30 door (Doors, 5:30pm, dinner,
6pm). 450-672-7081

Home Maintenance

If you are away, I will feed your pets, water the plants, pick up the mail
and do the snow removal. Collecting leaves, window-washing, bathroom
renovation or simply changing a toilet seat. The Concierge prepares
your home for each season. He can refer you to excellent electricians
and plumbers. From roof to foundation, the Concierge is the answer.

SEULEMENT/ONLY N.D.G. & WESTMOUNT
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I love first time buyers because they need so
much help. They are so lost and worried about
their purchase. What about the market? Where
is it going? Is this a good price or not? What does
the inspection report say? Will we make money
if we sell in a few years?
I really don’t blame them because I was no different when I bought my first place. I love having
all the answers and putting my clients at ease. I am
supposed to worry; they are not.
It is amazing to watch the expression on their
faces after searching to find the home that they
will call their own; and then again at the notary’s
office, as I hand them the keys; and finally as they
walk into their home as the new owners. It is
priceless, it really is.
Sellers are an interesting group, too. They are so
proud of their homes and renovations, always
wanting the most for their property. Every owner
thinks that their home is the best on the market.
However, it is a delicate matter explaining to them
comparables and what market demand could
potentially offer.
Working with sellers to bring them the value
they want from the sale of their homes is very
rewarding.
Taking a lump of clay and changing it into a
work of art and then selling that piece at auction
is really amazing. After all, that is why my clients
hired me.
Battling at the negotiating table is lots of fun,
too. It is like Clash of the Titans with a different
ending each time.
You never know what is going to be the deciding
factor in the negotiation. I don’t know how private sales ever work. Sometimes it is the smallest
issue that can make or break a deal. What’s important is to make sure that everyone wins something
at the end of the day. Even if the deal falls through,
it matters to me that we all shake hands when
going our separate ways.
What is really nice is when I get a call from a
client I helped before, and now they need my services again. Sometimes I will receive a call from a
new client who is referred to me.
It makes me feel very proud of the services I
provide.
What a rewarding experience it would be to
receive a call from a buyer that was the son or
daughter of a client whom I helped when they
bought their first home. It is not unlike when a
doctor delivers the child of a woman he delivered
25 years ago. I look forward to the day this happens to me.
I worked in the pharmaceutical industry for
years and was very successful. I received lots of
rewards, but ethics got in the way. I felt that I
could no longer perform my job. When I left that
field and entered the real-estate industry, I felt
liberated and that I was actually helping customers to achieve a very important goal and to
protect one of the most important investments
they would make in their lifetime.

Building gets an executive facelift

ATTENTION
COUPLES

Here at
Sun Youth
Nicolas
Carpentier
there was also a party atmosphere in
the air. They combined fun and work
with games and friendly competitions such as hula-hoop challenges.
Lyreco employees came from across
Canada. They got to know each other
better and very much enjoyed their
afternoon of volunteer work because
of the fun they had but also because
they had a chance to give back to the
community.
In total, more than 10 rooms and
areas were renovated.
According to Philippe Martinez,
Lyreco’s president and CEO, it’s more
and more important for employees,
especially the younger generation,
that the company they work for
shows social responsibility and works
toward sustainable development.
“When you were going to work for
a company 25 years ago, in my days,
people were more interested in the
salary and in getting promotions.
Today, I think that to feel good
within your company and to share
the same values is very important,”
he concludes.
This activity was part of Lyreco for
Education, which helps various nonprofit organizations in different
countries. Lyreco is present in 28
countries and employs 10,000 people. Its mission is to develop projects
that will improve children’s education in emerging countries.

Lyreco employees Ben Purslow and Michelle Lemire reupholster chairs
while their colleagues take part in a fitness challenge. Below, Lyreco
marketing director Marc Chochoy (from left), president and managing director
Brent Milburn and president and CEO Philippe Martinez.

Photos: Nicolas Carpentier

Often the difference between liking your job and loving your job
depends on the relationship you
have with your colleagues.
One way that employers improve
staff bonds is by organizing teambuilding activities. If these activities
involve social responsibility aspect,
it’s a win-win situation.
Over the years, Sun Youth has been
host to many companies who take
part in our efforts to assist Montrealers in need.
In mid-January, Lyreco, a worldwide office-products company
founded in 1926 by G. Gaspard, held
its National Sales Convention in
Montreal, bringing together about
150 sales representatives who had
diversified agendas that included
training, a trade show, a gala evening
and more. The highlight of the week
was the teambuilding activity, which
took place at Sun Youth. The 150
sales reps worked hand in hand to
improve the Sun Youth building.
They cleaned, painted and reorgaized to offer a better environment
for the charity that has offered support to underprivileged Montrealers
since 1954. Sun Youth has been at its
current location since 1981. Before,
the building was Baron Byng High
School, which opened in 1923. Being
almost 90 years old, it is starting to
show signs of aging and renovations
are always welcome.
Thankfully, the good folks from
Lyreco were there to lend a helping
hand. They worked tirelessly all
afternoon, doing everything from
washing windows and floors to
building and fixing furniture, but

Do you wish SEX
would last longer?

A clinical research study of an
investigational oral medication for

Erectile Dysfunction (ED) and
Premature Ejaculation (PE)
is being conducted in your area.

You may be eligible if you have all of the following:

• Are at least 18 years of age and diagnosed with ED
• Experienced symptoms of PE for at least 6 months
• Are using Viagra, Cialis or Levitra for the past 3 months
• In a relationship with the same female partner for at least 6 months
• Your partner will participate in this study with you

Research Inc.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL Dynamik
Research Coordinator: Maryse Dowell

1-866-960-6868

***Study medication and your current erectile dysfunction medication, medical evaluations and office visits will be provided to you at
no cost. Travel expenses and parking will be reimbursed for the duration of the study.
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Neighbourhood struggled to accept immigrants
We are continuing with Irwin Block’s memoir of
life for a young Montrealer growing up on Querbes
Ave. in Outremont in the 1940s and 1950s.
Irwin Block
On the Jewish High Holidays, the neighbourhood closed down.
Many, though not all, took days off to attend the
local synagogue, the Beth Moishe, at the corner of
Lajoie and Durocher. We also attended the Beth
David on St. Joseph, now an Orthodox church,
and the Beth Jacob on Fairmount, now part of
Collège Français.
Immigrants who survived the war would promenade along the street in spring and summer with
their European clothes and bulky baby carriages. Our
Talmud Torah principal, Melach Magid, had to lecture the whole school one afternoon on why we
should not make fun of the newcomers, whom some
called “mockies,” presumably because they didn’t
dress like us, or spoke with accents.
Yes, kids will be kids. They can be cruel. But this
mockery was shameful.
Nobody wanted to talk about the war, the concentration and death camps. The community was
stunned into silence, as the full extent of the carnage had yet to sink in.
The community concentrated instead on rescuing survivors from displaced-person camps, and
helping them settle here. My maternal grandparents, uncle and aunt, were among Holocaust victims in Poland. I was only 2 years old when the
war ended—too young to share my mother’s
trauma in learning that our family was part of the
6 million Jewish vicims.
The extent of and consciousness surrounding
our personal and the community’s tragic losses
only emerged over time.
Survivors and refugees began arriving in the
neighbourhood. Two families moved into our
apartment building. We all have a chuckle when
we recall the son of one Polish family coming to

our door one night, saying: “My mudder wants a
badado.”
The father of a Russian family suffered nightmares. I remember my father going to see him and
offering him a shot of whiskey to calm his nerves.
At times, the neighbourhood felt like a slice of
Europe.
Frank’s, the corner store at Lajoie and Durocher,
catered to our tastes. There was a barrel of pickles
and another of schmaltz herring, and the owner
would cut you a piece of cottage cheese from a
brick of it, as wide as you wanted. Yiddish was as
common as English.
I took the 96 streetcar at Bernard and Durocher
to our Talmud Torah school on St. Joseph and
Jeanne Mance. We bought our Hebrew books
from Mr. Kaplansky’s dusty little shop on Park.
The Jewish People’s School was a few blocks away
on Waverly, the Peretz School on Duluth, the
YMHA on Mount Royal and the Labour Zionist
Centre on Laurier. Also on Laurier was the BethEl Mission to the Jews, a mysterious storefront
aimed at converting us “heathens.”
At school, we went through the required secular
curriculum in half a day, then spent the rest of the
time pursuing Judaic studies. We started learning
Hebrew in kindergarten.
There was truly an extraordinary mix of students, who complemented and competed with
each other.
Some of our classmates have gone on to illustrious careers: Janice Gross Stein, director of the
Munk School of Global Affairs at the University of
Toronto, was always at the top of the class. So was
Leslie Dorfman, who practices clinical neurophysiology and neurology in Stanford, Cal. Brian Segal,
who lived on de l’Épée, is president and CEO of
Rogers Publishing division of Rogers Communications. Bernard Zinman and Arnold Aberman are
leading physicians practicing in Toronto.
The same could be said of other schools here and
elsewhere, but there was a drive to achieve in those
days that was remarkable.
Tel: 514-939-7247 Fax: 514-939-2699

JOYCE BLOND FRANK
B.A., B.C.L., LL.M. Avocat-Attorney

Family and Elder Law
1310 Greene Ave. Suite 660
Westmount

Fisticuﬀs meet racism
in Joe Louis romance
Byron Toben
My father, Joe Louis Toben, was a contemporary
of Joe Louis Barrow, the famous boxer, who,
under his shortened name of Joe Louis, was
world heavyweight champ for 12 years.
Dad, an admirer of the boxer, joked that the
champ, whom he had never met, learned his style
from him. So how could I not rush to the opening
of Infinitheatre’s world premiere of David Sherman’s Joe Louis:An American Romance?
There have been few stage plays about boxers,
such as Clifford Odets’ 1937 Golden Boy starring
Luther Adler, son of all-time Yiddish actor Jacob
(who was a boxer in Ukraine). Another is Howard
Sackler’s 1967 Great White Hope with James Earl
Jones and Jane Alexander, who both won Tonys
and, later, Oscars for the 1970 film version.
The Infinitheatre, an old bathhouse, features a
boxing ring smack in the centre of the former
swimming pool. Old Joe Louis is played by Ardon
Bess; his younger self is Samuel Platel. The story
is played out against the twin backgrounds of
racial discrimination and the impending Second
World War.
Since John L. Sullivan, the “Boston Strongboy,”
became the first gloved heavyweight champ in
1885, five other white fisticuffers held the title until
in-your-face, black Jack Johnson defeated Canadian
Tommy Burns in 1908 to reign for seven years, leading racist fans to clamour for a Great White Hope.
They never got one by a ring defeat but used a managerial dispute to strip Johnson of the title.
Eight more pale boxers followed, until Joe Louis
took the belt in 1937 from James J. Braddock, the
“Cinderella Man.”
Joe Louis: An American Romance continues at
the Bain St. Michel until Feb.20. 514-987-1774,
ext.104.
During the First World War, while Jack Johnson
was the world heavyweight boxing champion, a
rude colonial lad from Canada became a legendary flying ace. William Avery Bishop is immortalized in Billy Bishop Goes To War, the 1978
Canadian Classic written and performed by John
Grey with Eric Peterson.
This recent revival of a worldwide favourite is by the
leading Soulpepper theatre of Toronto shows Billy as
a senior citizen rummaging through memories.
The Segal Centre keeps topping itself one show
after another and Billy’s deft and heartfelt story
looks to follow in that tradition.
Feb. 13 to 20. 514-739-7944

MOVERS & SHAKERS

To reserve your spot call: 514-

MOVING SERVICE DE DÉMÉNAGEMENT

Moving & Storage
Make the right move
Family operated
• Reliable • Affordable
Licensed & insured
• Local & long distance

514-735-8148

4 8 4 - 5 0 33

Handy
Mike
For all your interior / exterior
residential needs …
ceramic, painting
& more

Michel Firlotte
514.668.2877
serving the area
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When 2 hands are just not enough.
Every week, I do the personal assisting,
home cleaning, and much more for you.
Done efficiently, professionally,
discreetly, safely and affordably.

Call Mike for a free estimate
at 514-445-6019.

Piano for sale
514-488-9003

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN FEBRUARY
ART

LIBRARIES

Des Bons Voisins • February
Deconstruction/Reconstruction art exhibit by
Pamela Plumb at 247A Lakeshore, Pointe-Claire.
514-505-0578

Atwater Library • 514-935-7344
• Fri. Feb. 11 Lunchtime Series celebrates Black
History Month with Imani Gospel Singers.
12:30pm.
• Wed. Feb. 16 Mary Soderstrom discusses Dom
L’Université de Montréal • till March 3
Casmurro by Machado de Assis. 7:30pm.
Faculty of Environmental Design presents Mod- • Feb. 15 & 16 Shakespeare Lectures: George Wall
ernism at Risk: Solutions for Saving Modern Land on Henry V. Tuesday 11am, Wednesday 7pm. $20.
marks. 2940 Côte-Ste-Catherine.
1200 Atwater
514-343-6111 x 4694
Pointe-Claire Public Library • 514-630-1218
Dorval Municipal Library • February
• Thurs. Feb. 10 Visual Tour of the Universe with
Dorval Artists’ Association displays paintings by Andrew Fazekas. Multimedia tour shows images
May Landerman-Goodfellow at 1401 Lakeshore. captured by Hubble telescope. 1:30pm.
• Wed. Feb 16 Fifth Estate’s Linden MacIntyre
EVENTS
speaks on The Bishop’s Man. 7pm at 451 St John’s.
Beth Zion Congregation • Fri. Feb. 11
• Wed. Feb. 23 NFB Film entitled Children of
50+ singles Shabbat dinner. Pre-paid reservations Soldiers about children at Petawawa Base who live
by Feb. 8. 7:45pm at 5740 Hudson.
in fear. 1:30pm.
514-489-8411 x 35
All events at 100 Douglas-Shand, Pointe-Claire
Canadian Legion 85/90 • Sat. Feb. 12
Valentine’s Day roast beef dinner. Music by Larry
& Francine. 6pm at 3015 Henri-Dunant, Lachine.
$20. To reserve: 514-236-5867

MUSIC

John Abbott College • Thurs. Feb. 17 & 18
V-Day presents Vagina Monologues. Proceeds to
Rue des Femmes, Chez Stella & Auberge Transition. Raffle/silent auction. 8pm at 21275
Lakeshore, Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue. $15/$12.
514-457-2447
Circo Hiverno • Feb. 23-26 & 26-27
Winter circus features music, comedy, & bilingual
shows by local/international artists. $15/$20.
Matinées $10. 264 Ste-Catherine. 514-883-9555
Centaur Theatre • Until February 27
Stones in his Pockets by Marie Jones. Comic tale
of a quiet Irish community turned upside down
by the arrival of a massive Hollywood movie
shoot. Directed by Andrew Shaver at
453 St-François-Xavier. 514-288-1229 x 277

WELLNESS
AMI Quebec support groups for caregivers of the
mentally il. To registerl: 514-486-1448

Studio 303 • Sat. Feb 12
Friends for Mental Health workshops on suicide
When Your Standstill Moves with performance prevention for families. To register: 514-636-6885
artist, Dorothea Rust, and violinist, Malcolm
Goldstein. 7pm at 372 Sainte-Catherine. $12/$15. COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Cantabile Chorale
Trinity Memorial Church • Sat. Feb. 12
514-393-3771
Recruiting new members for spring concert:
Valentine’s Day dinner. 8pm at 5220 Sherbrooke
Bach's Magnificat & Vivaldi's Gloria. Rehearsals
Westmount Youth Orchestra • Feb. 13 & 18
W. $15. 514-484-3102
Performances at Victoria Hall, 4626 Sherbrooke Mondays 7:15pm at 233 Ste-Claire, Pointe-Claire.
McGill University • Sat. Feb. 12
W. in Westmount at 2:30pm Sunday, Feb. 13 and at 514-634-1275
One day conference entitled Black Histories, Black Pollack Hall, 555 Sherbrooke W. at 7:30pm. Music
Gamblers Anonymous
Futures at Bronfman Building, 1001 Sherbrooke by Russian Masters.
Support group for family members of compulsive
St. W. Registration begins 8am. 514-398-1385.
gamblers. Weekly meetings Tuesdays 7:30–9pm at
Yiddish Love Café • Thurs. Feb. 17
Royal Canadian Legion Verdun • Sat. Feb. 12
A Stolen Kiss. Cabaret evening features music & 4615 Côte-Ste-Catherine. 514-738-7700
Music by the Clahanes. Door prizes, refreshments. poetry by local artists. 8pm at 5151 Côte-SteSouth Shore Black Seniors Club
7:30pm at 4538 Verdun. $10. 514-769-2489
Catherine. $5/$10. 514-345-2627 x 3006
Meeting every second Thursday in Brossard from
1-4pm for activities. 450-445-7945
Ste. Genevieve Church • Sat. Feb. 26
Côte Saint-Luc • Sat. Feb. 12
Winter carnival. Door prizes, & dance contest. The West Island Youth Symphony Orchestra presBYOW. 7:30pm at 7500 Mackle Rd. $20/$25. ents the second concert of this season. 7:30 pm at St. Johns United Church
Music by George Thomas Entertainment Group. 16037 Gouin Blvd. W. Entitled Aurora Borealis, 50+ computer courses for beginners and intermethe concert features music from northern climes. diates. Wednesdays 2-4pm at 98 Aurora, Pointe514-485-6806
Claire. 514-631-1456
$10 seniors/ students. 514-658-1630
Creative Social Center • Mon. Feb. 14
Voices For Hope
Screening of musical Showboat. Commentary by Ladies’ Morning Musical Club • Sun. Feb. 27
Brian Brice. 1pm at 5237 Clanranald. $5.
Violinist Rachel Barton Pine performs 3:30pm at Daytime community choir is looking for male
singers. Rehearsals are Wednesdays 1-3pm at
555 Sherbrooke. $35/$15.
514-488-0907
204 Lakeview Pointe-Claire. 514-630-0331
514-932-6796
Canadian Irish Studies • Mon. Feb. 14
The Teapot • Thurs. Feb, 17
Dr. John McCourt speaks on James Joyce & the Musicians of the World Symphony Orchestra
Income Tax Clinic from March 2 to April 13.
creative challenge of early cinema. 8:30pm at 1455 • Sun. Feb. 27
Opera conducted by Joseph Milo featuring Sharon To make an appointment, call 514-637-5627.
Maisonneuve, H-1220. 514-848-2424 x 8711
Azrieli & Hugues Saint-Gelais. 8pm at Oscar
Auxiliary of the Catherine Booth Hospital and
Helvetica Seniors Club • Thurs. Feb. 17
Peterson Hall, 7141 Sherbrooke. 514 484-7428
Montclair Residence looking for volunteers for
Meeting from 11 am to 2 pm at Monkland Grill
their coffee shop. 514-481-0431
Restaurant, 6151 Monkland. Music by Baritone THEATRE
Rialto Theatre • Fri. Feb. 11
Keyboardist Greg Innis. 450-687-6256
Tainted Love: stand up comedy featuring Dan Canadian Legion 85/90
Laxer & Burlesque performances. 8pm at 5723 Reception hall for rent. 3015 Henri-Dunant,
Urban Hikers • Sat. Feb. 19
Lachine. 514-637-8002
Snowshoeing in Boucherville Park, 9:30am. $25 + Parc. $25. 514-272-3899
$15 snowshoe rental. Confirm by Feb. 10.
MainLine Theatre • Feb. 15 - Mar. 5
Photography Contest • Mount Royal Cemetery
514-366-9108
Sordid film noir tale of murder & betrayal, tight 2011 Photography Exhibition and Sale entitled
spots, loose women, fixed games & broken “The spirit of the mountain through nature in all
St. Thomas’ Church • Sat. Feb. 19
Bake & book sale. 10am-2pm at 6897 Somerled. dreams. Tues./Sat. 8pm at 3997 Saint-Laurent. $23. its forms.” Call for submissions: 514-279-7358
514-849-3378
Registration before April 30.
514-484-2750
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Punctuate this; however, please: hold the emoticons
Hayley Juhl
You know the feeling. Your heart
beats a little faster. Your face feels
flushed. Your palms dampen and
your knees go weak.
No, it’s not love at first sight; it’s a
debate over punctuation.
Citizens are taught to respect their
elders, and punctuation is far older
than any of us, being born on the
sheets of ancient texts as a means to
indicate pauses during speeches.
The period is the smallest and most
serious of these marks, letting a
reader or speaker know that they
must stop, take a breath, let the previous words settle into the minds of

the recipients. A comma is more
relaxed—pause, but go on; you’ll
find more on this thought as you let
out your breath. The elegant, subtle
and oft-misused semi-colon settles
between the two, gathering thoughts
close but denying them the friendship of a comma or the marriage
consummated by “and.”
Beyond these matriarchs of modern
punctuation we find the beauty of
emdashs—lines that turn a vanilla
sentence into a chocolate treat infused
with a separate flavour—and colons,
used most often to let us know there’s
a list coming and if you’re planning on
having a snooze, now’s a good time.
The colon, semi-colon and paren-

thetical marks have lately suffered
the indignity of the emoticon, those
wretched smiley faces, winks and
frowns used in electronic correspondence by writers unsure the power of
their sentences will reflect the feeling
behind their words.
The bad boy of the punctuation
world has always been the apostrophe. It insists on turning up in the
wrong places, flipping a possessive on
its head, rendering syntax mysterious,
inscrutable or downright laughable.
And the poor quotation mark.
Though it benefits from being the
only punctuation to make its way
into popular culture as a hand signal
indicating sarcasm (curl two fingers

of each hand beside your ears as you
say a word in a full sentence and see
whether people take you seriously),
it suffers abuse at the hands of signmakers who, perhaps, are unsure
whether their “home-baked” bread is
really baked at home or whether
their “new” product has actually
been seen before.
Ernest Hemmingway, master of the
short, journalistic sentence, had advice
for those who get worked up over
serial commas, ellipses and other
marks: “You ought to be able to show
that you can do it a good deal better
than anyone else with the regular tools
before you have a license to bring in
your own improvements.”
Know the rules. Then you may
break them.

MESSAGE
À L’INTENTION
DES COUPLES

Souhaitez-vous que vos
ACTIVITÉS SEXUELLES
durent plus longtemps?

Une étude clinique sur un médicament
expérimental administré par voie orale
dans le traitement de la
dysfonction érectile et de
l’éjaculation précoce est menée
dans votre région.

R E N TA L A PA R T M E N T S

ONE MONTH FREE!*
*limited time offer

Lanthier Royal – Pointe-Claire
321 Lanthier, Suite 106
CALL NOW: 514-418-0113

Vous pourriez être admissible si vous répondez à tous les critères suivants:

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED IN YOUR RENT!

Pour plus de renseignements, veuillez communiquer par téléphone au

2 bedrooms starting at $1309
3 bedrooms starting at $1519
Many amenities, wonderful views, minutes to lac St-Louis & Beaconsfield

Email us at rentals@capreit.net or visit our website at www.caprent.com

• Être âgé d’au moins 18 ans et avoir reçu un diagnostic de dysfonction érectile
• Présenter des symptômes d’éjaculation précoce depuis au moins 6 mois
• Utiliser Viagra, Cialis ou Levitra depuis les 3 derniers mois
• Être en couple avec la même partenaire féminine depuis au moins 6 mois
• Votre partenaire devra participer avec vous à l’étude.

1-866-910-1313

Le médicament à l’étude, le médicament que vous prenez actuellement contre la dysfonction érectile, les évaluations médicales et les visites dans le
cadre de l’étude vous seront offerts gratuitement. Les frais de déplacement et de stationnement seront remboursés pendant la durée de l’étude.

In a time when many families are suffering from financial hardship, losing a loved
one can be even more devastating. It is during these uncertain times that you should
seek the best value on funeral services. You want straight answers, not surprises.
Your Dignity Memorial® provider promises to show you the cost for everything
you will receive – a practice not matched by some funeral homes. With the Dignity
Memorial network, you will appreciate our integrity and the real value of the
services you receive.

When You Lose
a Loved One,

Seek The
Best Value

Away From Home Protection ® |
24- Hour Compassion Helpline ® | National Transferability
Bereavement Travel | Personal Planning Services |
Grief Support | Veterans Benefits
Collins Clarke Pointe Claire
Manager Martin Allaire
222 highway 20
(514) 483-1870

When you see and experience all that’s offered by your Dignity Memorial
provider, you will discover they provide an incomparable value – making for an
easy choice at a very difficult time.
The Dignity Memorial network: North America’s leading funeral homes and
cemeteries, united to bring you the services you need when it matters most.
Collins Clarke Sherbrooke St.
Manager Martin Allaire
5610 Sherbrooke Street West
N.D.G. (514) 483-1870
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Collins Clarke St-Lambert
Manager Maryse Proulx
307 Riverside Drive
(514) 483-1870

Laurent Theriault, Verdun
and Ville LaSalle
Manager Daniel Theriault
(514) 769-3867

Decades later, I remain a teenager discovering La Grande Ville
When I walk along Ste. Catherine,
which is most every day, I am
reminded of the place Montreal’s
main commercial drag occupied in
my adolescent coming-of-age.
Growing up in the Snowdon area,
Saturday trips downtown represented
my exposure to a wider world.
The street links the west-end English-speaking community with the
francophones to the east—although
the farthest east I ventured in the early
’60s was to St. Laurent and its forbidden “red light” district. Such is the
compactness of the city’s core that
you can walk it leisurely, from Westmount to Papineau, in an afternoon.
I find it comforting, in a twist-offate way, that what was once known
as the “crossroads of Montreal”—
Peel and Ste. Catherine, where I
religiously browsed through Metropolitan News, crammed with newspapers and magazines that piqued
my passion for writing—is today the
location of the Gazette, which I
wound up working for.
So whenever I stand on the corner,
waiting for the traffic lights to change,
I’m still a teenager discovering the
delights of the La Grande Ville.
The street’s sprawl is given a personal and historical perspective in
the Ste. Catherine Street Makes Headlines! exhibit at the Point-à-Callière
Museum, 360 Place Royale in Old
Montreal (running until April 24).
Audiovisual presentations augment
270 photographs and about 230 artifacts sure to jog memories.
The city’s prime street for commerce, Ste. Catherine is a rite of passage, where teenagers hang out and
otherwise sow their oats amid the
gaudy fluorescence of the Eaton Centre. It’s where students from three

Photo: Webhamster, Wikimedia Commons

Juan Rodriguez

Plus ça change: Ste. Catherine was hopping in 1967, too.

universities buzz about, and where
elders consolidate their lives at establishments they’ve patronized for
decades (such as Ogilvy—established
in 1866—right next door to the
sleek, hip Apple Store).
The Pepsi Forum is a multiplex cinema today, but in my mind’s eye it
will always be the place where in the
’50s Jean Beliveau and Doug Harvey
held court and, during the ’70s
(when I lived on Atwater), where I’d
peer through the windows to glimpse
the blur these whirling dervishes on
ice made at practice sessions. If I was
lucky, I’d see “nos glorieux” cross the
parking lot to congregate for lunch at
the now-defunct Texan.
The corner of Crescent leads to a
string of fashionable bars, but back
then it led to the Classic Bookshop,
an outpost for anglo paperback culture (and precursor of the Indigo
and Chapters establishments a few
blocks east).
Here I purchased pocket editions of
the three books that made the greatest
impression on my adolescent mind:
Thomas Pynchon’s meaty, mysterious
novel V, Norman Mailer’s audacious

Ivan M. Cons Financial Services
Montreal’s Authority On Life Insurance
A key player in the insurance industry for over 20 years

If you have TERM LIFE insurance:
• Do you know that you might OUTLIVE your policy,
leaving nothing to loved ones?
• Did you know that your premiums will likely increase
dramatically?
There can be simple solutions without having to provide
medical evidence. Call us and let us evaluate your
term insurance before it is too late!
Insurance, Investments, Tax Planning, Retirement Strategies

10 0 A le xis - N iho n , S u it e 59 0 , Vill e S t - L a ur e nt
Te l : 5 1 4 - 3 3 6 - 6 2 1 1
Web: www.imcfinancial.ca

Fa x : 5 1 4 - 3 3 6 - 6 1 1 7
•
• Email: info@imcfinancial.ca

Advertisements for Myself, and Albert
Camus’s existential The Outsider.
Across the street there was International Music, with its treasure trove of
classical records and sheet music, and
in a basement next door, The Record
Cave, where crusty but loveable Dave
Silver sold 45 RPMs you couldn’t get
anywhere else in town. A couple of
doors east, the original Le Château is
still there. Owner Hersch Segal offered
the hippest clothes for young people—I can still feel those hip-hugging,
tweed, slightly bellbottomed trousers
he sold me (I felt like Brian Jones, the
best-dressed Rolling Stone).
The Saturday ritual would not be
complete without a visit to Mr. Steer,
a block away, where the burgers still
look like giant meatballs and the
curly-Q fries retain their nonpareil
crispness.
Live and learn: A compelling and
nostalgic history of the street, the
recently published La rue Sainte-

Catherine: Au coeur de la vie montréalaise, by Paul-André Linteau (Les
Editions de l’Homme), gives me a sense
of connection with its 18th-century
beginnings. To wit: When I go to Volume, a second-hand book and record
store at the corner of Sanguinet, I now
know that this is where Ste. Catherine
was born, when it was just a stretch
linked westward to St. Alexandre.
According to Linteau, the opening
of the great department stores,
Ogilvy’s, Eaton’s, Morgan’s (now La
Baie) and Dupuis Frères gave Ste.
Catherine its magnetic cachet.
Adding to the legacy in 1976 was
Complexe Desjardins, the city’s least
claustrophobic indoor mall.
While seemingly endless underground infrastructure work has made
the Place des Arts area facing the
Complexe a nightmare, the fruits of
new construction are beginning to be
seen: the Parc des Festivals, at the corner of Jeanne-Mance, is a modernistic
oasis of tranquility that transforms
itself into the city’s most electrifying
locale for outdoor concerts. It’s part
of the new Quartier des Spectacles
where theatres old and new serve
culture vultures of all varieties.
History is there, the foundations on
which to build new histories: The
chic Theatre de Nouveau Monde,
once the Gayety where Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis and, most infamously, stripper Lili St-Cyr held
court in the 40s, and a few blocks east
Le Metropolis, the city’s oldest-running theatre (founded in 1893).
The corner of Ste. Catherine and St.
Laurent promises to be transformed
into the vital hub it once was.

Rare opportunity to buy in
Magnificent Westmount Square
Designed by architect Mies van der Rohe,Westmount Square
allows seniors to live independently longer and more pleasantly
than anywhere else because of its unique amenities.

• Never a need to go out in bad weather.
• An elevator takes you down to a concourse with 20 restaurants
and food stalls, full-scale medical centre, boutiques, grocery,
newsstand, bank, SAQ, dry cleaners, hair salon, etc.
• An underground passage allows you to walk to Alexis Nihon
and the Metro with access to *tout* Montreal. Shop at downtown
department stores and go to Place des Arts without an overcoat.
• Gracious 24-hour concierges carry your luggage/groceries and help you to
or from car or taxi. Six hours of free parking provided for your guests.
• Mail and morning newspapers delivered to your door.
• Indoor parking, indoor pool, exercise room, sauna, rooftop terrace.
This spacious one bedroom apartment is in move-in condition
with wall-to-wall-and-floor-to-ceiling windows, generous closets and
basement storage. It was recently renovated with a granite counter
in kitchen and a marble counter in bathroom.
Enjoy your senior years and make a secure investment.

Price: $315,000 Tel: 514-912-3006. Email: besnerfamily@sympatico.ca
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Mexico inspires with its art, architecture, people — and it’s safe, too
Roads
Scholar

This is a tale of two countries. The
first is Mexico, and so too is the
second.
The first Mexico struggles with
internecine warfare. Fueled by America’s inexorable craving for drugs, a
no man’s land has been carved along
the border as far north as Monterrey
and along the coast to Acapulco.
Racked by debilitating corruption
and a callous concentration of financial and political power at the top,
with a third of its 120 million citizens
living in wretched poverty, this Mex- Two solitudes: Demonstrations are part
ico frustrates the ideal to forge a bet- of daily life in Mexico, such as this one
ter future for its citizens.
calling for more jobs in Peubla City.
The second Mexico is permeated Walking the beach at sunset is glorious
with awe-inspiring history, popuin Puerto Escondido.
lated by a people quick to share the
joy of their culture and express their filling snacks for less than $3.
love for their country.
Certainly not to be missed is MexMy traveling companion and pho- ico City’s marble and glass Bellas
tographer, Marion, and I decided to Artes Museum. This world class art
ascertain firsthand whether Mexico centre houses the famous wall-size,
is a safe country to visit outside the original copy of Diego Rivera’s origall-inclusive compounds.
inal Rockefeller mural.
Our three-week journey began in
In the evenings, we strolled in the
mid-December in Mexico City, a upper-crust areas of Condesa and La
dense urban environment of over 20 Roma, areas replete with a bookstore
million. For three days we stayed at the size of a movie theatre, cafés,
Hostel Amigo ($50 a day) in the piano bars, restaurants and lovely
Zocalo (city centre).
green spaces that reminded us of
The clean, high-ceiling suite with Paris and New York.
private bathroom included breakfast,
During one evening walking tour,
supper and the company of young we took in a classic Mexican
travelers from Europe, Israel, South wrestling match, more a choreoAmerica and Australia. At the hostel, graphed comedy than a serious fightbilingual Alajendro and Beatrice pro- ing match. No one gets hurt and a
vided modestly priced walking tours fighter’s worst nightmare is the loss
of the area. Their knowledge of the of, literally, “face,” where the losing
city led us to understand Mexico’s parties forever forfeits the right to
long tradition to establish a national wear their uniquely designed masks.
identity. Guardedly, our guides An event not to be missed!
allowed us a glimpse into current
Like any large city, there are areas for
governmental shortcomings as well. travelers to avoid. The most significant
The city’s colonial buildings and danger for seniors, however, is the
cathedral structures—many sinking appalling pollution that hovers over
precariously into what was once a the city like some extraterrestrial
swamp—are breathtaking. The mag- cloud. Other than that, we felt safe.
nificent, world-renowned TeotihuaIf pulmonary sensitivity is your
can ruins, an ancient people’s bridge weakness, skip Mexico City and
between the sun and moon, pro- move on to our next two destinavoked our imaginations.
tions: the eponymous state capitals
Excavated Aztec ruins provided a of Puebla and Oaxaca, both easily
glimpse into a civilization that con- accessible by Mexico’s first-class,
quered most of Latin and South long-distance bus service.
America until Spanish “guns, germs
After Mexico City, Puebla, a
and steel” decimated native civiliza- UNESCO world heritage site, has the
tions in the 16th century.
largest number of universities in
The city’s festive mercados dis- Mexico, which accounts for its youthplayed every imaginable Christmas ful, avant-garde flavour. A two-day
decoration; delicious meals prepared stay is sufficient to view a number of
“on the street” made for a variety of the 5,000 colourful buildings that
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Mark
Medicoff

incorporate the baroque, Renaissance
and classic architecture styles. A
must-see is the Cathedral, a magnificent church structure in the Zocalo
that took 300 years to complete.
In Puebla, we tasted typical Mexican fare: Tlayudas (distinctive Mexican calzones), the mole chickencovered with a spicy sauce composed
of chocolate and chili, the giant
Semita (sandwich), trussed with
chicken Milanaise, avocado, and
other fried veggies. All are delicious.
What is totally unpredictable when
traveling in Mexico are the
“demostraciones” that seem part of
daily life. Our first encounter
occurred in the Zocalo in Puebla
City, in front of the state’s administration offices. Hundreds of peaceful
demonstrators armed with nothing
more than their infant children,
pleaded for jobs.
To be a senior traveler in our world
means to contribute—if only in some
diminutive way—to its citizens in
need. We never fail to buy handicrafts
offered for sale by the poor or to give
money to those who can do nothing
more than extend their palm.
The next leg of our Mexican journey found us in Oaxaca, another
UNESCO world heritage site, a city
nestled in the foothills of the Sierra
Madre. We stayed at the highly recommended and charming B&B Casa
Gigi, $99 for three nights complete

with a breakfast prepared by Gigi, a
retired elementary school teacher.
Zapotec and Mixtec civilizations
inhabited this area for thousands of
years and we were able to explore
their cultures in the well-furnished
museums near the town’s Zocalo and
their well preserved pyramids within
a short bus ride.
One evening, another “demostracion” took place just outside the city
centre. Whiffs of tear gas floated in
the air while Oaxacans continued
their leisurely pace.
We chatted with two senior women
who travelled all the way from Australia to partake in the unique radish
sculpture festival—literally sculptures made from giant radishes.
The next leg of our journey, a week
of beach R&R, was a welcome finale
to our travels. After a comfortable
12-hour bus ride from Oaxaca
through winding mountain roads,
we encountered our third “demonstracion.” Organizers stopped all
vehicles leading to and from a bridge
just outside the resort town of Puerto
Escondido, 368 kilometres south of
Acapulco. Since only emergency vehicles and pedestrians were allowed to
pass over the bridge, we decided to
schlep our wheeled suitcases with
other intrepid passengers rather than
wait the estimated four hours inside
the bus. The adventure was well
worth the effort to get there.
Puerto Escondido is a beachfront
town unspoiled by all-inclusives,
high-rise hotels and an international
airport; it lives up to its Spanish
name of hidden port. Kilometres of
stellar beaches and casual nightlife
make it a relaxing destination.
With the exception of walking the
beaches after dark, the town is
friendly and safe —night or day.
Puerto Escondido has lots of characters: white-haired North American
hippies and retirees banter over cold
beers and spiked “café au laits.” Busloads of Mexican families (there’s a
large trailer camp just off the beach)
arrived for the holiday season and
brought a festive feeling to the town.
Part of the attraction for North
Americans is the price of lodging and
meals. Comfortable motel-like rooms
can be found from $30 to $100 a
night. Many retirees choose month or
longer stays that fit any budget.
So what is the “safe” bottom line
regarding travel to Mexico? We
found Mexicans to be engaging,
warm, friendly and honest. For senior travelers who carefully choose the
cities and towns to explore and use
common sense once there, Mexico is
a country you will long to revisit.
Good health and safe journeys.

Photos courtesy of Stan Poser and Sandra Phillips

Walk the same hallways as Henry VIII, get up and dance with Billy Elliott

Strolling Windsor Castle is like strolling through history.
The best way to get to know a city like London is to walk it.

Museum and Cabinet War Rooms,
Queen’s Gallery, Shakespeare’s
Globe, Westminster Abbey and, of
course, the Tower of London. Sandra
was in awe spending time in the Benjamin Franklin House, where he
lived while carrying out diplomacy
for the colonies (and perhaps keeping a few ladies too!).
After all that touring, you are going
to have to stop for a spot of tea. London’s first waist-friendly (and
scrumptious) version of afternoon
tea, called Afternoon De-Light, is
poured at the Metropolitan, 19 Old
Park Lane. You can indulge with
their healthy interpretations of classics. They cook with low fat crème
fraîche, fresh fruit purées, replace
sugar or use olive oil instead of butter to create cupcakes, fruit scones,
and “no-bread sandwiches” at the
famous Met Bar & Lobby Lounge, 26 pm Monday to Saturday.
Allow at least one evening for the
West End, the Broadway of London.
We were lucky to score a couple of
tickets to Billy Elliott The Musical, the
feel-good story of a young lad who
avoids his boxing lessons and stumbles
into a ballet class, where he discovers
his passion. You can find inexpensive
seats at the half-price (or so) ticket
booths dotting Leicester Square.

TravelSmart
Planet
Sandra Phillips
Stan Posner
The best way to get the feel of a city
is to walk it. The best way to get the
feel of London is to take one of the
dozens of London Walks.
Their walks are the gold standard,
and they have an astonishing variety
of routes and superbly entertaining
guides. We’ve done many themed
walks: Beatles, Canals, Legal & Illegal
London, the Old Jewish Quarter and
the City, but their list goes on and on,
to Harry Potter, Secret London,
Dickensian & Roman London, Pub
walks and the ever-popular Jack the
Ripper tour led by the leading
authority on Jack, a former curator
of the Police Crime Museum.
If you are going to stuff a lot of
sights in a short time, pick up a London Pass. We loved our tour of
Windsor Castle, where you can’t
believe you’re walking the same hallways as Henry VIII or looking in the
bedroom where Louis XVI slept. You
could tour Eton College nearby or
use the pass to visit Princess Diana’s
Kensington
Palace,
Churchill
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You won’t have to fly all the way to
London, however, if you want to see
this 10-time Tony Award-winner
(including Best Musical); this
month, February, Billy Elliot The
Musical will be in Toronto at the

Canon Theatre, 244 Victoria St.,416872 1212. canon-theatre.com.
London Walks, walks.com; London
Pass, londonpass.com; Afternoon
De-Light, metropolitan.london.
como.bz

R E N TA L A PA R T M E N T S

ONE MONTH FREE!*
*limited time offer

Le Carrefour – Dorval
455 Racine Avenue
CALL NOW: 514-418-0114
1 bedroom starting at $699
2 bedrooms starting at $865
Close to public transportation and VIA station, within minutes you
can be lakeside with a wonderful view of lac St-Louis & Dorval Island

Email us at rentals@capreit.net or visit our website at www.caprent.com
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